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The Philippine Journal of Astronomy (PJA) is
published by the Astronomical League of the
Philippines (ALP), the eminent astronomical
organization in the country. The Society is the
major scientific and educational organization for
astronomy in the Philippines. It is a general
society with membership from the professional
and amateur astronomy community.
The journal is the first astronomical journal
published in the Philippines, signifying the
continued evolution of Philippine Astronomy.
The Journal publishes refereed manuscripts,
popular astronomy articles, proceedings of
astronomical conference, letters, image
submissions and reviews from amateur and
professional astronomers, as well as news and
announcements from the organization.
For inquiries, comments, or suggestions, please
send an electronic mail to the editor at
pjastro@astroleaguephils.org
john.cabrera@physicist.net
The Philippine Journal of Astronomy is inviting
both the professional and amateur astronomical
community to submit scientific manuscripts and
popular articles for publication in the journal. For
submissions, please email the editor at
pjastro@astroleaguephils.org or
john.cabrera@physicist.net.
Visit the ALP website at:
http://www.astroleaguephils.org
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Article:

Grassroots of Learning
By John Ray Cabrera

recent astronomical phenomena. And the
learning are everywhere, from bookstores to
online shops, you can find just about
anything that will fuel the foundation of your
passion.
If you want a solar system set, there’s
Amazon that you can shop. If you want the
latest telescope, there are retail shops in m
malls that sells telescope in varying degree
of expertise and study.
But where will all these begin, and when.
The when doesn’t really matter. You can
discover astronomy at a later age, but the
grassroots of learning must start where you
learn other stuff too. In this case a home is
where it all began.
Have you ever noticed during primary school
when the most your science can do is to create
paper machete volcano with baking soda lava?
That was already an edgy thought in terms of
going extra mile to catch school kids’ attention by
having to create home-made visual illustration.
Then comes the time when peddling
encyclopedias were a common site among
villages, and each household must have one,
some even are acquired on an installment basis,
the time when credit cards were not a
mainstream mode of purchase.
Fast forward to what it is today, today’s kids are
luckily endowed with what is at stake at this
modern age. The internet is teeming with stuff
that you can learn, from interactive streaming
videos to astronomy application installed in their
computers.
Now is a golden age of learning, where
everywhere can be obtained from anywhere,
where the information highway is teeming with
research knowledge and case studies of the

You may start relishing fancies for carpentry
and later on build your own dome when you
discover astronomy as a hobby, or perhaps
you just like to bang empty bottles with a
fork(yes, it can be as mundane as that), and
discover an acoustic science later on to
listen to the cosmic microwave background
radiation.
Home is where you encourage a young
mind to pursue the kind of passion a young
one wants. Home is where an analytical
framework is being forged, it is where
patience hat is a necessary blend of
enthusiasm must be toiled into one’s
character. Home is a grassroots of learning.
In some cases, you may grow up having to
have done differently from your initial field of
interest, but education and learning is ageagnostic. Guitarist Brian May has ben
playing with the band Queen before he gets
his PhD in astrophysics. Fuel your passion
and only time can tell.
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